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Firm Size and Geographical Aggregation:
An Empirical Appraisal in Industrial Location

Abstract

This paper asses the relevance of size discrimination and dis–aggregate data in studying

the decision to locate a start–up concern. Essentially we compare three econometric spec-

i…cations using Catalan data: i) a multinomial logit with 4 and 41 alternatives (provinces

and comarques, respectively) in which …rm size is the main covariate; ii) a condicional logit

with 4 and 41 alternatives including attributes of the sites as well as interactions size–site;

iii) a Poisson with the comarques and all the spatial choice set (721 municipalities). The

empirical results suggest that ignoring these issues may produce misleading conclusions.
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1 Introduction

The choice of the site for a start–up establishment hinges on many factors. In particu-

lar, the industrial location literature has focussed on the economies of the territory. Aspects

related to the population (e.g., employement and density), the human capital (e.g., quali…ca-

tion) and the incumbents (e.g., sectorial specialization) have been widely used in empirical

studies. However, the size of the new comer has comparatively received little attention

(Carlton 1979, 1983). Large and small–medium …rms decide on the basis of rather di¤erent

criteria. In the former the election process seems to be built on objective reasons (e.g., exter-

nal consultants), somehow re‡ecting the pros and cons of the potential sites. In the latter the

arguments tend to be more subjective. As a matter of fact, they are usually associated with

personal characteristics of the entrepreneur such as geographical origin, previous experience

in the sector and …nancial status1.

The sites can be broadly de…ned as hinterlands outlined by local markets. But in practice

this de…nition is of little use. Rather, researchers resort to administrative units such as

states, regions, provinces, counties and the like. This might cause a certain inconsistency

with regard to the theoretical framework (Fujita et al. 1999), albeit it is very convenient for

at least two reasons. First, this is the format in which o¢cial statistics are available. Second,

the computation time of the likelihood functions increases exponentially with the number of

choices. From this point of view, data aggregation is a methodological device that helps to

sort out certain econometric problems. However, the “fallacy of composition” observed by

McFadden (1974: 134) could bring about drawbacks in the estimation.

This paper aims to test empirically the relevance of these issues in the analysis of in-

dustrial location. The discusssion is based on the results obtained from data on start–up

establishments in Catalonia2. The probability of being located in a particular site is initially

addressed in a multinomial logit speci…cation. The main di¤erence with previous studies

is that the size of the new establishment is included as an explanatory variable. Choices

are given by the Catalan provinces (Barcelona, Tarragona, Lleida and Girona) and the 41

1See, for instance, Mueller and Morgan (1962), Johnson and Cathcart (1979), Chapman and Walker

(1991), Cotorruelo and Vázquez (1997), Figueiredo and Guimarães (1999) and Meester (2000).
2Catalonia is an Spanish administrative region (comunidad autónoma ) in the northeastern part of Spain.

The population is about 6 million people (15% of the Spanish population) and the extension is 31895 km2.

Catalan GDP is approximately 19% of the Spanish GDP. The data employed in this study come from

the Institut d’Estadística de Catalunya (IDESCAT, the Catalan Statistical Institute) and the Registro de

Establecimientos Industriales (REI, the Spanish Industrial Establishments Register). The period of analysis

is 1987 to 1996.
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comarques3 . In a second stage we estimate a conditional logit model in which the covariates

are attributes of the choices as well as interaction terms betwen size variables and dummies

for the choices. Both provinces and comarques are employed as alternative sets of choices4.

Lastly, results are compared with a Poisson model for the comarques and the 721 municipali-

ties of the sample. Here the explanatory variables are exclusively attributes of the sites. This

approach has recently been proposed by Guimarães et al. (2000a), but to our knowledge

there are not empirical applications of the kind presented here.

In our view this strategy enable us: i) to examine the robustness of the size coe¢cient

obtained in the …rst stage of the procedure; ii) to show the e¤ects of geographical aggregation

on the estimates. However, this is not a purely technical exercise. There are important eco-

nomic policy concerns behind these two issues. For example, how e¤ective are the incentives

provided to large …rms to guide their location decisions? Would not be better to provide

these incentives only to small concerns? Should small (large) …rms be the main interest of

local (regional) governments? Would not be better to cope with entrepreneurship in a broad

sense?

The paper is organised in the following way. Next section brie‡y reviews the empirical

literature on industrial location. Later we discus the role of size in industrial location (section

3) and provide insights into the aggregation problem (section 4). Section 5 presents the

results of statistical and econometric tests on the Catalonian municipalities, comarques and

provinces. Last section summarises the main conclusions.

2 The determinants of industrial location: an overview

The conditional logit model proposed originally by McFadden (1974) is the most popular

speci…cation in the industrial location literature. Stemming from a pro…t maximisation

program the probability of a establishment being located in a particular site is derived as

a funtion of the choice characteristics and a stochastic component. The main limitation of

3Comarques are territorial units formed by adjacent municipalities belonging to one of the 4 Catalan

provinces. There are 11 comarques in Barcelona, 8 in Girona, 12 in Lleida and 10 in Tarragona (41 in total).

The average surface and population of Catalan comarques are, respectively, 781 km2 and 145.000 inhabitants

(90.000 if we do not consider the city of Barcelona and the Barcelonès, Barcelona’s comarca).

4Following Green (2000: cap. 19) it is useful to distinguish between aspects speci…c to the individual

(the characteristics of the establishment) and attributes of the choices (sites) that may also vary accross the

individuals. In the multinomial logit model “data are individual speci…c” whereas in the conditional logit

“data consist of choice–speci…c attributes instead of individual–speci…c characteristics”.
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this approach is the independence of irrelevant alternatives axiom5. Under mild asymptotic

conditions this model provides e¢cient estimators normally distributed (McFadden 1984).

Early applications for the US can be found in Carlton (1979, 1983) and Bartik (1985).

Carlton’s seminal work is remarkable in that it brings out the link between location and

size6 , while Bartik’s paper focuses on taxes and the role of trade unions. In Europe, recent

studies include analyses of the communes of Brussels (Baudewyns 1999) and the Belgian

region of Wallonie (Baudewyns et al. 2000). In the former urban transportation networks

and agglomeration economies are statistically signi…cant variables and so are in the latter

transport infraestructures, agglomeration economies and wage levels. Moreover, a related

group of studies has focused on the particular case of Foreign Direct Investments. These

include, among others, Coughlin et al. (1991), Friedman et al. (1992) and Woodward (1992)

in the USA; and Guimarães et al. (2000b) in Portugal7.

This paper joins to this literature by analysing the determinants of industrial location in

Catalonia. Consequently, the explanatory variables in our models do not di¤er substantially

from those cited above except, of course, for data sources and availability constraints. The

main di¤erences with previous studies arise from: i) the emphasis on the size of the new

establishment; and ii) the discussion on the implications of data aggregation. Next sections

treat both issues in more detail.

5“[A]pplications of the model should be limited to situations where the alternatives can plausibly be as-

sumed to be distinct and weighed independently in the eyes of each decision–maker”, (McFadden 1974: 113).

“This assumption seems implausible for bussiness location decission. (...) Yet the conditional logit approach

remains attractive because of its computational feasibility compared with other alternative approaches to

the discrete choice problem”, (Bartik 1985: 16).

6There are other studies that have considered size as an explanatory variable but most of them use survey

data. See, for instance, Mueller and Morgan (1962) in the USA, Cotorruelo and Vázquez (1997) in Spain

and Meester (2000) in the Netherlands and Germany.

7The list of determinants worth noting includes: market demand, agglomeration economies, taxes, wage

levels, unemployment rate, transportation infraestructures and promotional expenditures (Coughlin et al.

1991); access to markets, promotional expenditures, local labour markets and taxation (Friedman et al.

1992); regional markets, taxes, unemployment, education levels, agglomeration economies and population

concentration (Woodward 1992); and both agglomeration and urbanisation economies (Guimarães et al.

2000b).
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3 Size matters

Let assume that the location of a new industrial establishment is guided by the max-

imisation of the expected pro…ts. Under this decision rule, the …rm will thoroughly analyse

the costs and revenues of all the potential alternatives. That is, for each site an assesment

has to be made of the following non–exhaustive list of elements: labour (skills, wages, etc.);

infrastructures (transport, communications, etc.); output markets (prices, competition, etc);

etc. Besides, one has to allow for both urbanisation and agglomeration economies (Glaeser

et al. 1992, Henderson et al. 1995). Other factors may be at stake here but, in any case,

the residence of the entrepreneur seems to be (at best) a minor determinant of the decision.

This last assertion would be only partially true in the light of certain stylised facts.

Namely, big concerns are usually owned by business corporations which probably gather

many hints on their potential locations. These are the kind of …rms that, for example, would

do or buy technical reports on the elements listed above (markets, population, etc.). Thus

large …rms aiming to open a new establishment appear to hold extensive information on

many alternative sites. The majority of the small and medium …rms, on the other hand, do

not have access to these inputs. Rather, it is unlikely that such …rms dedicate too much

e¤ort to this goal.

In addition, there exists empirical evidence conforming with this line of reasoning:

² A recent study made by Meester (2000) in the Netherlands and Germany sets the loca-

tion issue directly to the …rms. They were required to evaluate di¤erent possible sites

for their investments. It turns out that the higher the distance from the original town

of the …rm, the lower the value assigned to the site. Besides, nearby territories were

preferred no matter their characteristics. Variables such as agglomeration economies,

availability of speci…c services and industrial environment were not particularly rele-

vant.

² In Portugal Figueiredo and Guimarães (1999) reach parallel conclusions. The econo-

metric tests reveal that the entrepreneurs’ geographical origin is a statistically sig-

ni…cant variable. Moreover, conventional factors of location (e.g., external economies

and market accessibility) remain unaltered in their explanatory power. However, they

are weighted di¤erently depending on whether the entrepreneurs where “movers” or

“stayers”.

² In Spain external economies are found to be among the main determinants of the indus-

trial location (Callejón y Costa 1996). Moreover, according to Costa et al. (2000) the
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location decision in Spanish …rms appears to be guided by di¤erent factors depending

on the size of the …rm. They conclude that large …rms enjoy more discretion when it

comes to deciding where to locate their establishments. Small concerns, on the other

hand, are randomly spread over di¤erent sizes of towns.

All in all, there seems to be reasons to argue that size makes a di¤erence in the decision

to locate new industrial establisments. Location theory has traditionally emphasised the role

played by the territory, but other factors can be introduced in this neoclassical framework

(Fujita et al. 1999). Given that entrepreneurship is essentially a matter of an individual

(or a reduced group of individuals such as a family), the acquired knowledge by personal

experiences could eventually become an asset. Alternatively, the decision to stay near home

may be driven by a myopic knowledge. In some cases the range of alternatives could be so

limited to familiar sites that locations outside the area in which the entrepreneur lives would

not be even considered8.

This does not mean that searching costs will result in smaller establishments systemati-

cally choosing inappropriate locations. What at …rst blush may look as a drawbak is actually

irrelevant as long as the expected payo¤s of the investments in information are an increasing

function in the establishment size. Therefore, the best strategy for the entrepreneur may

well be to exploit a locallly speci…c knowledge that entails lower start–up costs for the nearby

locations (Pred 1967). Similarly, one should not conclude that large establishments are more

likely to be optimally located. Expected pro…ts always contain a random component and to

discount unknown future events is doubtless subject to error.

3.1 Industrial mix

A natural extension of the previous discussion is to argue that many small start–up

concerns stem from the experience and skills of former local employees (Johnson and Cathart

1979, Chapman and Walker 1991). If this is the case, the know–how acquired being employed

in other …rms of the region becomes a pivotal asset. Thus, one would expect that its activities

were akin to those common among the incumbents. By the same token, this behaviour

would not show up in footloose …rms. Large concerns are unlikely to follow such a pattern

of correlation because of the complexity in their decision process. External economies, for

8Notice that we are not suggesting a complete determinism in the location of smaller establishments.

Actually, the characteristics of the environment do a¤ect (or, at least, are conditioning) the rise of these

entrepreneurs.
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example, can have an in‡uence in the …nal decision but so can better conditions in taxes

and land prices.

Consequently, the sectorial distribution of the entrants should vary along the range of

sizes. In particular, small start–up establishments will tend to reproduce the existing indus-

trial mix. Statistically their sectorial distribution (i.e. the proportion of entrants in each

sector) should not di¤er from the existing one. The opposite would apply to large estab-

lishments. A simple test on the equality of proportions can ascertain the validity of this

hypothesis. Results for the Catalan municipalities are presented in section 5.

4 The aggregation of individual sites

Most of the work in this …eld use broad territorial units to de…ne the spatial choice

set (and, to a certain extent, this paper is not an exception). Several forceful reasons can

explain this: poor quality of the data at the local level, absence of o¢cial statistics for

non–administrative units, and/or computational constraints imposed by the econometric

techniques. Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind that by employing aggregate data

we are at risk of loosing worthwhile information. This is indeed a good solution as long as

the territorial heterogeneity is not disguised (Bartik 1985).

But the stretch of some geographical areas is likely to give rise to a problem of represen-

tativeness. In some cases one may even end up with the puzzling result that heterogeneity is

bigger within–sites than between–sites. To illustrate the importance of this point let consider

choice sets like, for instance, the American states or the German Länders. It seems doubtful

that “California” or “Baden–Württemberg” are seen as potential sites by American/German

agents intending to launch a new business, especially by those of small and medium size.

As a consequence, conclusions drawn from the statistical analyses are subject to important

caveats.

Actually, inappropriate aggregation procedures can a¤ect the methodological consistency

of the study. There is general agreement in the literature that driven factors of the industrial

location act at a local level (see, e.g., Fujita et al. 1999). Therefore, their in‡uence becomes

weaker the wider the geographical units. It is also well known that spillovers spread be-

yond administrative borders. Metropolitan areas like Barcelona, London and Milan are not

only big cities but centers of urban continuums that bene…t from agglomeration economies

(Glaeser et al. 1992, Henderson et al. 1995). In general, the characteristics of the data

might undermine the economic foundations of the empirical applications.
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Strictly speaking, a valid territorial unit would be a hinterland de…ned by the local

input/output markets. These may be constructed, for example, on the basis of local labour

markets and with the help of data on commuting (travel–to–work areas). This is how is done,

for example, by the British Department of Employment (Coombes et al. 1986). However,

this strategy is not free from criticisms either. We can think of at least two di¢culties: i) the

dynamic nature of these phenomena would produce constant variations in the bounds of the

unit; ii) on the practical ground, such o¢cial statistics are not available in many countries

(e.g., Spain).

In this paper the individual sites are de…ned at the municipality level. This is far from

being optimal, although these units should not be very di¤erent from those based on local

markets9. In any case, results are obviously subject to the pros and cons mentioned above.

Interestingly, our data sources enable us to work also with aggregated data. Besides munic-

ipalities, in Catalonia there are two broader administrative units: the comarques (grouping

municipalities) and the provinces (grouping comarques and/or municipalities). This provides

an excellent chance to test empirically the potential e¤ects of aggregation.

5 An application to Catalan municipalities

5.1 Descriptive analysis

In principle, a …rm aiming to open an industrial establishment in Catalonia would have

to choose among 942 municipalities. But according to the REI the 17:719 establishments

created in Catalonia during the period 1987 to 1996 actually spread over 721municipalities10.

Barcelona arises as the principal industrial focus. The spatial distribution of the entrants

shows that the province of Barcelona concentrates 77:21% of them, the comarca of Barcelonès

20:61% (followed by Vallès Occidental with 16:52% and Baix Llobregat with 11:99%, both

in the outskirts of the Barcelonès) and the city of Barcelona 12:30% (followed by Terrassa

with 3:13% and Mataró with 2:98%, both nearby Barcelona). The total number of people

employed was 138:580, of which 76:9% were hired by the smaller establishments (38:0% by

those of less than 10 employees and 38:9% by those of 10 to 49 employees) and 17:0% by the

9This is one of the insights provided by Coombes et al. (1986). Other studies that employ local data are

Carlton (1983), Hansen (1987), Baudewyns (1999), Baudewyns et al. (2000) and Guimarães et al. (2000b).

10The municipalities data set has 17:718 observations. The missing value corresponds to a new municipality

created during the period of analysis (L’Ampolla). As for the establishments, they are grouped using the

old Spanish sectorial classi…cation CNAE-74 on the basis of the following categories:
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largest ones (more than 100 employees).

[Insert Table 1 about here]

As for the size of the new comers, they were mostly small and medium concerns: 81:7% of

them had less than 10 employees and only 0:4% had more than a hundred. In fact, they are

usually smaller than the existing producers (see last column in Table 1). The average size of

the start–up establishments during the period 1987 to 1996 is about 40% of those forming

the 1986 cohort. This is a commonly found pattern in the industrial dynamics literature

(Geroski 1995).

A cross–tabulation with the size of the municipality (population) reveals a certain cor-

relation between both variables (Table 1). This can be seen as an indirect evidence of

agglomeration economies. However, statistical tests of the equality of means suggest that

this is mostly valid for the smaller cases. Small (rural) sites are more likely to receive small

concerns regardless their industrial activity11 . These results largely agree with those obtained

by previous studies in Spain (see, e.g., Callejon and Segarra 1998).

Can we observe di¤erences in the sectorial distribution of the entrants dependig on their

size? In other words, is there empirical evidence in Catalonia of the industrial mix hypothesis

discussed in section 3.1? A positive answer would be given by a temporal regularity in

the …gures of small concerns and a rather random behaviour in large (footlose) …rms. We

employ simple parametric tests of the equality of proportions in the sectorial distribution of

the employment. In particular, we compare the means of the 1986 cohort with the entrants

in 1987, 1988 and 1989. Entrants are grouped according to their size. Sample sizes and

Code Description CNAE–93 code

5 Mining 12, 13, 14 and 26

6 Chemicals industries 23 and 24

7 Metallurgy, electrical machinery and apparatus 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33

8 Transport equipment 34 and 35

9 Food products, beverages and tobacco 15 and 16

10 Textiles, leather clothes and tanning 17, 18 and 19

11 Wood, cork and wood furniture 20 and 36

12 Pulp and paper. Publishing and printing 21 and 22

13 Rubber and plastic products. Other manufacture industries. 25

11We have analysed the sensitivity of the results to the use of other clusters – e.g., rural (less than 10:000

people), urban (more than 100:000 people) and mixed (10:000 to 100:000 people) – and the nature of the

conclusions remained unaltered.
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the Central Limit Theorem enable us to asssume normality in the distribution. Results are

displayed in Table 2.

[Insert Table 2 about here]

Di¤erences in the proportions of entrants in each sector are statistical signi…cant except

for a few cases. The picture is essentially the same along the range of establishment’ sizes.

From this viewpoint, there is no empirical evidence in Catalonia of a strong link between

small start–ups and the existing industrial mix. Thus, former employees in a sector are

able to entry with a rather e¢cient (i.e. big) size. At the same time, entrepreneurs may

be successful in sectors in which they do not have previous experience – for instance, after

some industrial reorganising. However, it might also be possible that our results are largely

explained by the use of aggregated data. Further research is clearly needed to discern the

importance of this caveat.

5.2 Econometric models

Let consider a …rm aiming to open a new industrial establishment in Catalonia. We denote

the expected bene…t derived from this election by ¼ij, being i = 1; : : : ; 17719 and j =

1; : : : ; J . Notice that J = 4; 41 and 721 depending on the degree of aggregation we are

dealing with: provinces, comarques and municipalities, respectively12. Given the nature

of this variable we allow for a deterministic component that takes the form of a lineal

combination of variables (z = Z 0ij¯) and a stochastic part represented by a random variable

(v = "ij). Thus, ¼ij = Z 0ij¯ + "ij. Assuming that the …rm follows a maximaxing principle,

the election of a site i would be given by the rule ¼ij > ¼ik; k 6= j. Let Yi a random variable

that indicates the election e¤ectively made. Thus, the probability that a …rm i locates at site

j is P (Yi = j) = P rob(¼ij > ¼ik; k 6= j). Assuming that "ij are i:i:d: and Weibull distributed

it can be proved that

P (Yi = j) =
exp

³
Z 0ij¯

´

JP
j=1
exp

³
Z 0ij¯

´ (1)

12Note that in the 221 municipalities actually not being chosen the corresponding (categorical, indicator,

count) dependent variable will always take a cero value or its equivalent. In practice this means that these

alternatives fall out of the probability and their coe¢cient cannot be identi…ed in the likelihood function.

The underlying selection problem is beyond the scope of this paper (see, e.g., Woodward 1992 and Guimarães

et al. 2000a).
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As it is well known, this result is due to McFadden (1974). In principle, the explanatory

variables include both aspects speci…c to the establishment and the site. In maths, Zij =

[Xij;Wi]. This is a purely arti…cial distinction that helps to see (1) as a general speci…cation

embracing two di¤erent cases (see Green 2000). When the covariates are characteristics of

the individuals (i.e. Zij = Wi) then (1) is known as a multinomial logit model:

P (Yi = j) =
exp

³
W 0
i¯j

´

JP
m=0

exp (W 0
i¯m)

; j = 0; 1; : : : ; J (2)

The main limitations of this model in industrial location studies are computational. In

fact, di¢culties in the calculation of the likelihood function can make the model unfeasible13.

Nevertheless, this feature may have contributed to the extensive use of aggregate data.

Geographical aggregation reduces the number of alternatives in the choice set and thus

simply…es the estimation procedure.

The expression condicional logit model refers to speci…cations in which the covariates are

attributes of the sites:

P (Yi = j) =
exp

³
X 0
ij¯

´

JP
j=1
exp

³
X 0
ij¯

´ (3)

The model is not essentially di¤erent from (1) except for the fact that Zij = Xij. Ag-

gregate data has also been employed in many studies, although the reasons argued here

are more related to the lack of detailed information at the local level. However, the use of

such data relies ultimately on the assumption of homogeneity in the sites. If this does not

hold, heterogeneity may produce biases in the estimations (see, e.g., Bartik 1985). Moreover,

due to the large number of observations computational di¢culties are also important. For

instance, in the application presented in this study the number of observations rise from

the original 17:719 to 70876, 726:479 and 12:756:960 in dealing respectively with provinces,

comarques and municipalities14.

Guimarães et al. (2000a) have recently proposed an alternative approach to sort out

these problems. Suppose that Yij are independent Poisson random variables with means

13As an illustration, Intercooled Stata allows to use a maximum of 50 alternatives and Limdep limits the

number of parameters in the models to be 150.

14An alternative approach to the direct estimation of the conditional logit model was proposed by Mc-

Fadden (1978?). Consistent (although less e¢cient) estimates can be obtained by de…ning smaller choice sets

based on sampling alternatives. Applications of this technique can be found in Hansen (1987), Woodward

(1992) and Guimarães et al. (2000b).
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¹ij = ¸i +X
0
ij¯. The joint likelihood function of this model can be divided in a marginal

likelihood function based on the marginal totals of the corresponding multiway contingency

table and a conditional likelihood function formed by the product of independent multinomial

distributions (Birch1963, Palmgren 1981). In particular, the estimates of the parameters of

interest obtained from the full and the conditional likelihoods are identical. And so is the

covariance matrix. As a result, the Poisson model given by

P (Yi = j) =
e¡ i̧¸ji
j!

(4)

is equivalent to the multinomial response model in (3). However, it is important to bear in

mind that the nature of the dependent variable is di¤erent from the categorical variable used

in (2) and the binary variable of (3). Here were are employing a count dependent variable

that does not re‡ect the maximisation–based election process described above. This caveat

aside, from an empirical point of view this a simple and appealing procedure to evaluate the

e¤ects of aggregation.

5.3 Covariates, estimation and results

As pointed out above, the multinomial logit speci…cation in (2) is apropriate for individual–

speci…c covariates. Unfortunately, our data set does not contain information on the residence

of the entrepreneur. This constraint makes impossible to test directly its relationship with

the location patterns of small …rms. Nevertheless, we can discuss to which extent vary the

location patterns with …rm size. We use two variables as proxies of size: number of employees

(NE) and total investment (INV, 1986 pts.). Dummies for the Spanish CNAE–74 industrial

classi…cation were also introduced as explanatory variables.

[Insert Table 3 about here]

Results from the estimation of the multinomial logit model for provinces (Table 3) show

that size clearly matters, meaning here that the amount of investments made by each entrant

…rm is an statistically signi…cant variable. The probability of provinces other than Barcelona

being chosen depends positively on the size of the establishment. Moreover, dummy vari-

ables employed to distinguish among di¤erent sizes of establishments reveal that the smaller

concers (less than 10 workers) are more likely to be located outside Barcelona. This e¤ect

is not apparent for the larger establishments. Sectorial variables were also signi…cant.

These conclusions are not fully robust to the aggregation of the sites. As shown in

Table 3, estimates using comarques as the choice set largely agree with those obtained for
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the provinces. That is, most of the cases look like the Baix Camp: size matters and is

statistically signi…cant for the small establishments. For the sake of simplicity, Table 3 only

includes some selected comarques. However, it is clear from its contents that the results are

mixed. The signi…cance of the dummies of size varies in each of the examples presented:

all are signi…cant (Baix Llobregat), only the small and large establishments (Gironès), only

the medium and large (Vallès Occidental), and none of them (Solonès). These di¤erences

may arise, for example, due to the (non controlled) diversity of the industrial mix in the 41

comarques of Catalonia. In any case, an important result remains unaltered in all the sites:

the amount of the investment is an statistically signi…cant variable.

The conditional logit speci…cation (3) does allow for di¤erences among sites. We have em-

ployed as attributes of the sites the following variables: location economies (LOC5 to LOC13

= number of workers per km2 in each industrial sector, 1986); urbanisation economies (URB

= total number of workers per km2, 1986); urbanisation dis–economies (DIS = URB 2); den-

sity of population per km2 (DEN ); industrial diversity, measured by a Hirshmann-Her…ndahl

index (DIV ); and human capital (HC = number of people with medium and high levels of

education per km2)15. We have also included interactions between the characteristics of

the individuals (NE, INV ) and dummies representing the choices. This a simple device to

explore the individual–site dimension.

[Insert Table 4 about here]

[Insert Table 5 about here]

Table 5 displays results for the Poisson speci…cation based on the Case 1 model of

Guimarães et al. (2000a). This means that the dependent variable is the number of estab-

lishments that have chosen a particular site and the explanatory variables are site–speci…c.

Generally speaking results are similar for comarques and municipalities. However, there are

some di¤erences worth noting.

The existence of urbanisation economies has a positive e¤ect on the location decision,

but the impact is more powerful at the comarques’ level. As expected, urbanisation dis–

economies as well as population density act in the opposite way. This can be interpreted in

15Location (urbanisation) economies are cost advantages reached by the concentration of similar (di¤erent)

activities in a site. Urbanisation dis–economies are cost disadvantages caused by an excessive concentration

of …rms and population in a site (pollution, input prices, etc.). DIVj =
13P

s=5
h2

sj, being s the corresponding

industrial sector.
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the sense that new …rms are prone to locate near the incumbents (i.e. in the same comarca),

albeit at a distance enough to avoid dis–economies of urbanisation (i.e. not in the same

municipality). On the one hand, a dense regional environment (in the comarca) is welcomed

because of the bene…ts obtained from the surrounding economic activity – e.g., access to

markets, skilled labour, variety of suppliers, etc. On the other, low local density (in the

municipality) means lower input prices – e.g., land prices. This structure of preferences

is consistent with the economic development of an area like Catalonia where, for instance,

mobility among municipalities of the same comarca is not costly.

Human capital shows a negative coe¢ent in both geogra…cal areas. This is probably

explained by the specialisation of the Catalan manufacturing sector in products/processes

that do not demand highly quali…ed labour. As a consequence, this is not a major location

factor for many Catalan …rms.

A comparison of the estimates for the location economies suggests that in most sectors

jobs density a¤ects negatively the probability of chosing a particular site. This e¤ect, how-

ever, is bigger in the comarques ’ speci…cation. That is, sectorial dis–economies are more

powerful at the supra-local level (comarca) than at the local level (municipality). By the

same token, entrants prefer a specialised environment in the comarca and a more diversi…ed

one at the local level.

6 Conclusions

This paper intends to maintain that an investigation into the determinants of start–ups

locations needs to apply a discriminating criterion based on their size. Territorial aggregation

is also relevant and may indeed change the nature of the conclusions. Both issues are

worth considering in empirical studies aiming to analyse the reasons behind the rise of new

entrepreneurs. Otherwise, conclusions and policy recommendations might be misleading.

The literature on industrial location has traditionally focused on the role of territorial

factors. However, personal characteristics of the entrepreneur do in‡uence the location

decision of some new …rms. There exists empirical evidence showing that bigger …rms decide

their location according to objective reasons, while smaller ones are mostly oriented by the

entrepreneur’s preferences. In practice the range of alternatives open to the small concerns

is frequently reduced to the nearest geographical area.

Relevant factors for the industrial location do not act uniformly over any territorial

aggregation. Rather, their in‡uence varies among them. This requires to use appropriate

13



territorial dis–aggregation in de…ning the data set. In particular, unavailability of local or

regional data could bring about important biases in the results. This suggests that comparing

results from several territorial levels (cities, counties, regions, etc.) might be a good strategy

in empirical studies. Here we have employed Catalan data and three levels of administrative

aggregation: municipalities, comarques and provinces.

The econometric test on the determinants of industrial location aim to be consequent

with the previous discussion. As an illustration, results from the Poisson speci…cation show

that the observed e¤ects of some variables are more apparent in the comarques (rather than

in the municipalities). This implies that for the entrants the site of reference is mainly the

comarca, being less crucial di¤erences among several municipalities in the same comarca.

Analogous insights can be gained from both the multinomial (individual–speci…c covariates)

and the conditional (site–speci…c covariates) logit speci…cations.

14
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Descriptive statistics

Variables Territ. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
NE mun 7.821.425 6.453.427 0 8190

com 7.821.152 6.453.246 0 8190
pro 7.821.152 6.453.246 0 8190

INV mun 14510.37 141544 0 1.02×10-7

com 14509.79 141540.1 0 1.02×10-7

pro 14509.79 141540.1 0 1.02×10-7

URB mun 1.358.042 2.053.923 0 6.429.297
com 1.170.136 2.010.973 1.338.583 5.112.324
pro 139.807 6.373.291 9.312.061 1.743.736

DIS mun 6062639 1.34×10-7 0 4.13×10-7

com 5413001 1.06×10-7 1.791.804 2.61×10-7

pro 23607.66 12514.83 8.671.448 30406.14
DEN mun 4.737.991 6.601.493 1.279.461 20571.99

com 3.840.636 6.482.257 4.020.899 16538.62
pro 470.184 218.146 2.960.036 5.885.512

DIV mun .2761981 .1394086 0 1
com .2161676 .0773592 .1477097 .6911405
pro .1712078 .0068882 .158111 .1938402

CH mun 2.960.593 5.832.608 0 1.825.794
com 2.930.235 5.359.409 .2318051 1.344.635
pro 277.729 1.340.675 1.501.798 3.505.247

LOC5 mun 2.299.596 2.771.662 0 1.376.366
com 1.583.665 2.180.004 .0007359 5.784.645
pro 2.938.377 1.388.428 .1355321 3.691.758

LOC6 mun 554.671 8.205.203 0 2.495.256
com 4.680.637 7.853.865 .0032817 2.005.523
pro 5.483.033 2.677.193 .0772331 6.933.587

LOC7 mun 1.467.539 1.906.999 0 7.505.859
com 1.078.268 1.714.461 .0248713 4.424.751
pro 1.491.604 7.227.981 .5034255 1.883.916

LOC8 mun 4.392.833 8.933.177 0 276.036
com 4.339.444 7.909.833 0 1.985.015
pro 4.059.477 2.107.764 .0395216 5.204.261

LOC9 mun 3.544.785 4.397.566 0 1.510.439
com 2.722.439 427.609 .0240253 1.108.511
pro 4.444.536 1.764.159 .6021655 5.397.059

LOC10 mun 1.044.991 1.459.979 0 7.837.347
com 6.650.411 9.201.555 .0081847 243.525
pro 1.405.351 6.945.787 .3264495 1.781.989

LOC11 mun 2.080.059 2.716.085 0 1.056.229
com 1.560.481 2.492.108 .0327765 6.439.213
pro 2.437.446 .9764477 .185428 2.962.174

LOC12 mun 4.902.131 8.164.275 0 2.445.111
com 4.292.552 7.615.255 0 1.922.186
pro 4.471.294 2.248.567 .1117952 569.242

LOC13 mun 3.051.371 4.124.075 0 117.184
com 224.042 3.633.011 .0007386 9.343.567
pro 3.144.978 1.552.561 .0469144 3.987.582



Table 1. New Establishments in Catalonia (1987–1996):Average Number of

Employees.

Sector Size1 t ¡ test Size2 t¡ test Size3 t¡ test Size4 t¡ test Size5 t¡ test Size6 Total Total / 1986 cohort

5 4:72 ¡1:31¤¤¤ 5:59 0:52 5:26 ¡1:79¤¤ 7:67 1:11 6:08 2:80 3:43 5:28 35:5%

6 6:52 ¡1:51¤¤ 9:93 0:03 9:84 23:27 ¡1:03 1:17 8:18 ¡1:00 179:10 25:53 38:9%

7 5:46 ¡3:26¤ 8:38 0:66 7:79 ¡0:93 8:46 0:90 7:80 ¡0:87 8:44 7:84 49:1%

8 6:70 ¡2:84¤ 17:10 0:82 12:10 ¡0:73 25:37 0:88 4:52 0:17 4:29 10:71 6:7%

9 5:97 1:24 4:18 ¡1:40¤¤ 5:04 ¡1:21 8:17 1:65 3:96 ¡2:51¤ 5:13 5:04 51:6%

10 7:68 ¡2:40¤ 10:08 0:46 9:61 ¡1:18 12:06 1:99 8:07 1:60 7:21 8:84 34:8%

11 3:92 ¡1:74¤ 4:58 ¡0:60 4:81 ¡0:52 5:44 ¡0:24 5:75 2:67 3:88 4:68 99:0%

12 6:11 ¡1:26¤¤¤ 9:35 0:09 9:10 0:15 8:83 0:86 7:47 ¡1:52¤¤¤ 8:76 8:59 51:0%

13 8:68 ¡0:81 10:00 1:49 8:08 ¡1:31¤¤¤ 10:14 2:55 6:22 ¡0:38 6:70 8:29 30:1%

Total 5:66 ¡4:98¤ 7:79 0:38 7:61 ¡1:96¤¤ 9:7 2:08 6:99 ¡0:93 10:52 7:82 ¡

t ¡ test is the t statistic for the alternative hypothesis H1 : ¹sm < ¹sm0 when variances are

unequal and unknown, being s = sector (5; : : : 13) ;m = Size1; : : : ;Size5;m0 = m+ 1. ¤, ¤¤ and

¤ denote 1%, 5% and 10% signi…cance. Size1 denotes municipalies with less than 2.001 inhabi-

tants; Size2 between 2.001 and 10.000; Size3 between 10.001 and 50.000; Size4 between 50.001 and

100.000; Size5 between 100.001 and 1.000.000; Size6more 1.000.000 (Barcelona city). Source: Own

calculations with data from REI, IDESCAT and Encuesta Industrial (1986 cohort).



Table 2. Sectorial distribution of the new establishments in Catalonia (1987-1996)

Sector TOTAL
WORKERS

ENT < 10 ENT 10-49 ENT 50-99 ENT > 99 ENT < 10 ENT 10-49 ENT 50-99 ENT > 99 ENT < 10 ENT 10-49 ENT 50-99

1986 1987 1987 1987 1987 1988 1988 1988 1988 1989 1989 1989
5 26821 302 168 0 0 367 183 50 0 350 196 0
6 46183 231 67 75 0 141 102 121 0 179 25 65
7 112833 2213 2313 209 793 2227 2347 358 170 2102 1779 380
8 43614 286 131 82 932 225 166 0 205 333 161 60
9 57614 517 164 0 0 502 215 121 0 452 75 0
10 99449 1204 1409 273 0 1190 1652 234 323 1181 1123 151
11 18140 731 387 123 0 702 373 112 0 715 482 124
12 27423 514 335 205 0 444 463 99 112 510 574 0
13 24979 434 401 0 0 354 363 51 130 409 495 0
TOTAL 457056 6432 5375 967 1725 6152 5864 1146 940 6231 4910 780

z z Z z z z z z z z z
3,980* 8,527* 7,764* 10,369* -0,323 8,920* 2,166* 7,655* 0,838 5,573* 6,973*
17,279* 21,520* 2,421* 13,922* 20,289* 21,218* -0,509 10,278* 18,894* 22,290* 1,640
-17,919* -30,922* 2,215* -20,440* -20,759* -26,993* -5,137* 4,690* -16,424* -18,631* -15,543*
13,860* 17,696* 1,124 -62,285* 15,664* 17,452* 10,994* -12,772* 11,233* 14,905* 1,757
10,983* 21,061* 11,808* 15,769* 10,456* 20,572* 2,086* 11,642* 12,672* 23,356* 10,605*
5,871* -7,864* -4,872* 21,891* 4,563* -11,811* 1,098 -9,351* 5,333* -1,880 1,623

-29,805* -12,009* -13,893* 8,443* -29,352* -9,289* -10,034* 6,233* -29,784* -20,722* -17,008*
-6,664* -0,714 -19,832* 10,492* -3,988* -6,063* -3,755* -7,621* -7,197* -16,622* 7,056*
-4,486* -6,385* 7,476* 9,985* -0,990 -2,425* 1,510 -11,254* -3,785* -14,096* 6,715*

z is the statistic for the null hypothesis of the equality of proportions under the assumption of Normality in the distributions * denotes 1% significance. Where ENT<10 is establishments with less than 10 employees;
ENT 10-49, between 10 and 49 employees; ENT 50-99, between 50 and 99 employees; ENT>99, more than 99 employees.
Source: own calculations from REI (entrants) and Encuesta Industrial (1986 cohort ).



Table 3. Multinomial logit models (choices = provinces and comarques).

Girona Lleida Tarragona Baix Camp Baix
Llobregat

Gironès Vallès
Occidental

Solsonès

ENT < 10 .7545*
(.0947)

.4343*
(.1018)

.4611*
(.0835)

.9732*
(.1848)

-.1725*
(.0713)

.6156*
(.1883)

-.0909
(.0660)

-.2368
(.3374)

ENT 50-99 .4490
(.3823)

-.3644
(.5965)

.9517*
(.2731)

.2426
(.6536)

-.5786**
(.3412)

-1.0250
(1.0536)

-.6098**
(.3182)

.2198
(1.0779)

ENT > 99 -.2001
(.5918)

-.4365
(.7743)

.4243
(.4303)

.0411
(.7183)

-1.2246*
(.4774)

-2.7136**
(1.4239)

-1.3837*
(.4553)

-.7246
(1.3349)

INV 4.08×10-7*
(1.68×10-7)

2.21×10-7

(2.86×10-7)
3.02×10-7*
(1.70×10-7)

.1420×10-4*
(1.60×10-6)

.1400×10-4*
(1.57×10-6)

.1490×10-4*
(1.57×10-6)

.1420×10-4*
(1.56×10-6)

.1470×10-4*
(1.60×10-6)

χ2 919.44* 3890.40*
Log likelihood -13408.99 -47440.67

*  and ** significant at the 5% level and, respectively,  at the 10% level. Barcelona (province) and Barcelonès (comarca) are the comparison group in the multinomial logit.
Standard errors in brackets.



Table 5. Poisson models (choices = municipalities and comarques).

Municipalities Comarques
URB .0061*

(.0001)
.1990*
(.0070)

DIS -4.64×10-7*
(9.79×10-9)

-2.39×10-6*
(5.51×10-7)

DEN -.0002*
(7.50×10-6)

-.0233*
(.0010)

DIV -2.0740*
(.0521)

.6369*
(.1509)

HC -.00218*
(.0002)

-.3813*
(.0214)

LOC5 -.0195*
(.0011)

-.3537*
(.0296)

LOC6 -.0008
(.0005)

-.3790*
(.0163)

LOC7 -.0033*
(.0002)

-.0076
(.0056)

LOC8 -.0003
(.0004)

.7792*
(.0536)

LOC9 -.0116*
(.0005)

-.0079
(.0164)

LOC10 -.0023*
(.0001)

-.0280*
(.0048)

LOC11 -4.89×10-6

(.0013)
-1.0449*
(.0603)

LOC12 -.0144*
(.0006)

-.1650*
(.0280)

LOC13 .0088*
(.0009)

-.0045
(.0208)

CONS 2.9190*
(.0194)

4.1355*
(.0538)

χ2

Log likelihood

* significant at the 5% level. Standard errors in brackets.


